The ASSA ABLOY Group is the global leader in access solutions. The Group is operating with 51,000 employees and sales of EUR 9.4 billion.

Vision: to become the leader in providing innovative access solutions.

ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems (a division of ASSA ABLOY) is specialized in the design and production of automated doors.

The Italian office is based in Carugate (MI) where, in addition to the pedestrian and industrial business units, there is a department focused on the automotive industry that delivers safety roll up doors suitable to:

- Segregate dangerous areas
- Restrict access to dangerous machine movements

ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems Italy Srl
Via Guido Rossa, 5. Carugate (MI)
Tel.: 340-7872908
antonio.sicilia@assaabloy.com

In orange, our safety roll up door RP300 with integrated safety limit switch PL e, cat.4
Application: Protects operators from application driven hazards while restricting access from machine/robot operation

Our upside down safety door RP300USD (safety limit switch PL e-integrated on the side frame) is a physical barrier suitable to segregate dangerous areas whilst using an aerial/overhead conveyor system, overhead crane, etc.

Our rigid curtain roll up door RP2000 door is made of aluminum slats and provides the utmost protection from automated machine activity. This door was developed for robot and laser welding applications.. It opens incredibly fast ensuring short cycle-times – up to 5 door cycles per minute are possible.

https://www.assaabloyentrance.it/it/